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The LoadSenz® measuring tool 
Thank you for buying the LoadSenz® measuring tool. 
 
The LoadSenz® will measure the force to load on your pallet loads. 
This can be used to determine how much containment force is applied to your load with 
stretch film. 
 
The LoadSenz® app will allow you to make measurements in the field. You can also 
compare different measurements. 
 

Disclaimer 
  
LoadSenz® is not meant for certification of your pallet load stability. 

Content: 
Your LoadSenz® kit contents: 
1  LoadSenz® measuring sensor

1 metal bracket to mount on your pallet with a 1” strap

1 weighing scale

1 charger for the LoadSenz® sensor 
1 film cutter
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Technical specifications 

Safety warning LiPro batteries. 
Your LoadSenz® sensor is equipped with a Li-Po battery. Do not open the sensor. 
Do not remove the battery pack. Your battery is protected against short circuit.


1) Any interference in the structure of the Li-Po battery may lead to damage of the battery. This may cause the battery to ignite.

2) In case of a short circuit of the + and – battery poles, permanent damage to the battery, and even its ignition, may occur.

3) The Li-Po battery should not be warmed up or exposed to very low temperatures.

4) The Li-Po battery should not be thrown into any liquid.

5) Li-Po batteries are sensitive to mechanical damage. Such damage might contribute to its permanent damage, and as a 
consequence - ignition.

6) A Li-Po battery should be connected to a charger in accordance with the instructions. Red colour (+) should be connected 
to the red colour (positive socket) in the charger. Black colour (-) should be connected to the black colour ( negative socket ) in 
the charger.

7) Li-Po batteries should not be charged over the value of 4.2V per cell. Other settings of the charger may irreversibly damage 
the battery.

8) The charging process of a Li-Po battery should be constantly supervised ( even in case of high quality chargers ). The 
surface should be an inflammable and non-conducting material.

9) For the purpose of charging Li-Po batteries, a suitable charger should be used, adapted for charging Li-Po batteries. Using 
an inappropriate charger may lead to a permanent damage of the charger.

10) Discharging the battery below the value of 3V per cell may lead to its damage.

11) Using the battery in a manner not compliant with its intended purpose may result in its permanent damage. This could lead 
to its ignition.

12) Should the electrolyte found in the Li-Po battery come in touch with the eyes or skin, they should be immediately rinsed 
with a considerable quantity of water and one should consult the closest doctor. 13) When finished charging the Li-Po battery, 
it should be immediately disconnected/removed from the charger.

14) In case of observing any changes with respect to the Li-Po battery ( i.e. colour, swelling, excessive temperature) the Li-Po 
battery should not be used.

15) The battery should be used in such a manner so that any third parties do not have access to it.

16) While connecting the Li-Po battery, utmost caution should be exercised. Any short circuit may lead to the battery catching 
fire, and in extreme cases - explosion.

17) Li-Po batteries which are mechanically damaged, overcharged or excessively discharged are not suitable for use.

18) In order to maintain Li-Po batteries in a good condition, they should be balanced while charging ( a good Li-Po charger has 
a built-in balancer ). The Seller and the manufacturer do not assume any responsibility for any potential damage resulting from 
the improper handling of the Li-Po battery. 

model EU 200 EU 200BT EU 500BT US 200 US 200BT US 500 BT

max measuring

value

N 200 500 200 500

kg 20 50 20 50

lb 45 225 45 225

Power supply

Battery type nominal 7,4 V 600 mAh 4,44 mWh Li-Po protected battery pack

Charger input V AC 110-240 Volt 50/60 Hz 130 mA

Charger output DC 8,4 Volt 500 mA

Bluetooth® - YES YES - YES YES
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Set up your LoadSenz® system 
Charging the LoadSenz® device 

WARNING: use only the charger that is 
supplied with your LoadSenz® device. 
 
The LED on the charger indicates the 
status: 
RED: device is in charging process  
GREEN: device is fully charged


Apply the LoadSenz® device to your pallet 
1. Guide the orange strap though the blue metal bracket (pic 1)

2. Apply the strap around the pallet load (pic 2)

3. Mount the blue bracket on a corner of the pallet (pic 2) 

4. Tighten the orange strap (pic 2)

5. Mount your LoadSenz® device with the magnets on there blue bracket (pic 3)

6. Switch your LoadSenz® device ON. (pic 4)


1	 	 	                                    2	 	 	 	                 3
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Backend 
Backend login 

To login to the system setup please visit 

https://backoffice.packtools20.com/Identity/Account/Login


You will see the login screen.

Login with your email address.

Use the password that is provided with your LoadSenz®. 
In case you forgot your password contact your distributor.


Once you are logged in you can manage :


In the setup area:


• your LoadSenz® sensor(s)

• your test locations

• your types of stretch films

• your types and dimensions of the pallets

• the types of applicators

• users (if applicable)


In the measurements area you can view all tests
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Once you are logged in you will see this screen:


In the right corner you will find the menu. 
When you click on the little box the menu 
will open like this:




Beside the basic Measurements and Setup 
section, you can edit your profile.


And if you are ready and done, you can log out.


In your account you can edit email, password and 
personal data. 
 
You can also set two factor authentication if you 
like.
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Your name

Your name
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SETUP 
In the setup section you can modify your film and pallet types, LoadSenz® sensor(s), 
users, test locations and applicators


USERS (admin and distributor only)


To add a new users click on ADD . enter a valid email address of the new user. The 
system will suggest a password. The activation code is used for registration on the smart 
phone app.


The user rights can be chosen as USER 
DISTRIBUTOR or ADMIN


The new user will be notified by email about the 
registration and password. 
 
ADMIN can also generate the 7 number activation 
code. This is needed for access to the smartphone 
app. 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APPLICATORS


The applicator is the tool or machine that is used for applying the film on your pallet. 
We have a default for “NO APPLICATOR” set as 4 finger method. Please use this, even 
when the operator is using only 2 or 3 fingers or is wearing gloves.


To add a new applicator click on ADD.


You can enter the name, model type and supplier. 
 
The weight is interesting for ergonomics.


Stretch 1st is the pre stretch ratio like used in any 
Wrapplicator® 
 
If there is no pre stretch system value is 0.


The second stretch is the A B C setting on a 
Wrapplicator® with this feature. 
 
You can also use your own description.


If you have a model of applicator that has different 
stretch settings, simply COPY an applicator and then 
EDIT this one accordingly.


And of course you can delete a selected applicator by 
clicking DELETE


If you have more applicators in your list than your 
screen will show choose SHOW ALL and scroll till you 
find your desired model. 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PALLET TYPES


In this section you can add your own pallet types to the standard list.  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FILM TYPES


We recommend that you make a list of the films you use for testing and add a few 
standard films.


When you need to compare films in one test, make a “CURRENT” type of film. 
You can modify this film after the test by COPY and EDIT.


Settings for the film types:


GENERAL for name, brand and price per roll 
Dimension for width of film (on the roll and applied, weight of empty core and full roll and 
thickness) 
These parameters will you need to determine the real length of film on the roll, the 
achieved effective stretch of the film and the cost savings. 
Also the CO2 reduction can be calculated.


In CHARACTERISTICS you can add the color and the PPIⓒ, the Practice Performance 
Index. The PPIⓒ is developed by Pack Tools 2.0 BV and will give you the value of how 
much film (weight) is need to achieve 100N force to load based on 1 meter width of film. 
The only honest indicator for fair comparison of stretch film.
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TEST LOCATIONS

 

In this section you can make a list of test locations. Can be your own lab, warehouse or 
on site of your customer.  

 

Add a new location by clicking on ADD. 
A selected location can be copied, edited or deleted 
by clicking on COPY, EDIT or DELETE.  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SENSORS (admin only)


Your LoadSenz® sensor(s) are exclusively connected to your account. Once you set up 
the smart phone app correctly, the LoadSenz® sensors will appear in your smartphone 
app. 
Your smartphone will connect with your LoadSenz® sensor(s) ifs you do tests. You will 
need this app to do your testing. 
See the chapter Smartphone App for LoadSenz®


You do not need to worry about drivers, baud rate, Bluetooth codes and other technical 
stuff. This will all be done automatically.


 The maximum force your LoadSenz® can handle is 500 
Newton (50 kgs, 110 lbs). You can set here the scale 
you want. 
For the scientist we recommend Newton, for our 
friends in USA we added the lbs option and for the rest 
of the world we have the option kgs. 
 
If you do tests with more LoadSenz® sensors or you 
choose a certain position for mounting the LoadSenz® 
you can set the top, middle of bottom position. 
 
For special Pack Tools 2.0 BV test equipment and 
future developments we also added the “TRACTION” 
option. This is used to measure the force to pull on the 
applicator.


A selected LoadSenz® sensor can be edited or deleted by clicking on EDIT or DELETE.


If you are the proud owner of more LoadSenz® sensors than your screen can handle, you 
could consider buying a bigger screen. Other option is to select SHOW ALL and scroll 
through your list.
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MEASUREMENTS: 
In this section you can manage your measurement results. 
Also you can prepare your future measurements that you will handle from your 
smartphone app.

This is described here.


Modify measurements 
ADD 

Click on ADD to add a new measurement to your list


COPY 

Select a measurement from your list to copy this measurements. This is typically done 
when you want to repeat your test or if you want to compare 2 tests with different settings 
or used film/ applicator


EDIT 

Click EDIT to modify your measurement. In this section you can adjust all settings for your 
test:


In the GENERAL section you can give your test a name and a description. Also you can 
choose the test location. 

If you want to use this test on your smart phone app, set Add to Mobile-App to ON. 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DELETE 

If you want to delete a test, click on DELETE. It’s that simple, but your data will be lost 
forever.


SHOW ALL 

This will show you your complete list of measurements.


VIEW 

Select a measurement from your list and click the VIEW button. 
 
you will see the results of your test in a graph, including all settings and parameters of the 
applicator, type of film and pallet, test location and settings of your LoadSenz® sensor(s).


 
You can select up to 3 measurements in the main menu. Click on VIEW to see all tests in 
1 graph. By clicking on the colored box on top of the graph you can hide the connected 
line.





PALLET 

In the PALLET section you choose the size , height and weight of the pallet you are 
testing.
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FILM 

In the FILM section you choose the film used in 
the test. 
Note: you can enter the width of the film after 
application. 
This is useful to calculated the effective stretch 
you achieved and/or to measure the oscillation of 
the film on the roll. It won’t be the first time that 
your customer is buying 450 mm wide film 
(according the invoice) and gets 375 mm wide film 
(on the roll).





SENSORS 

In the SENSORS section you can set all parameters of the 
LoadSenz® sensor(s) you use in this test.  
All sensors that are connected to your account show up 
in the drop down menu. 
If you change the scale (KG / Newton / Lbs) your 
connected LoadSenz® will show the measured values in 
this scale.


APPLICATOR 

In the section APPLICATOR you choose the applicator used in your test.
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LoadSenz® Smartphone app iOS/ 
Android 
Download your LoadSenz® app in the AppStore or Google Play


Login 
Access to the LoadSenz® iOS app. 
With every LoadSenz® device you will receive a unique 7 digit 
access code for the USER. 
This code can be generated by ADMIN only.


Once connected you will see this opening screen.





Film types 
In this section you can select the film types from your database in 
the backend


When you are going to do a test with a new type of film, you can 
add this in the MEASUREMENT.


Beside the film(s) you offer yourself in your total hand wrap concept 
you can add your competitor’s films.


After saving the tests you have done, you can select tests for 
comparison.
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Sensors 
In the section SENSORS you will find 
all sensors connected to your 
account. 
You can choose 1, 2 or 3 for your 
measurement.


Click on the sensor you want to 
modify.

In the sensor settings you can give 
the LoadSenz® a name or 
description.


Measurements 



You can prepare measurements in the backend and 
you can make new measurements on the road with 
your iPhone


Click on ADD to make a new measurement. 
 
Give your test a name, select the film you use for the 
test.

	 	 	 	 

Then you can select up to 3 of your sensors and 
choose the time you want to run your test. For a hand 
wrap test 2 minutes should be enough. For test on a 
machine you will need 5 minutes.	 	 	 
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Start measurement 

Select a measurement and swipe to the left. 
You can start the test or delete it here.

If you press on START you need to allow the app to connect and reset your sensors.

Then you can. press Start Measurement (on the blue block). 
Once the measurement started your will see dots on the bottom of the graph.

When finished you can stop by press Stop Measurement in the blue area.


Note: if you added the LoadSenz® app on your Apple Watch you can also start and stop 
the test from your watch.


Comparing tests 
A cool feature is to compare up to 3 measurements. The app will make a graph with the 
comparison of the selected measurements.

If you turn your iPhone to landscape mode the graph will look different.
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Apple Watch 
You can install the LoadSenz® app on your Apple watch.


You can start the measurement on your watch.


During your measurement you will see live the measured 
values of your LoadSenz® device(s).


Once you finished your measurement, you can stop it on your watch or smartphone. 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Notes
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